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Abstract—The rapid adoption of deep neural network (DNN) models on a variety of hardware platforms has boosted the development of deep learning (DL) compilers. DL compilers take as input the high-level DNN model specifications and generate optimized DNN executables for diverse hardware architectures like CPUs and GPUs. Despite the emerging adoption of DL compilers in real-world scenarios, no solutions exist to protect DNN executables. To fill this critical gap, this paper introduces OBSAN, a fast sanitizer designed to check for out-of-bound (OOB) behavior in DNN executables. Holistically, DNN incorporates bidirectional computation: forward propagation which predicts an output based on an input, and backward propagation which characterizes how the forward prediction is made. Both the neuron activations in forward propagation and gradients in backward propagation should fall within valid ranges, and deviations from these ranges would be considered as OOB.

OOB is primarily related to unsafe behavior of DNNs, which root from anomalous inputs and may cause mispredictions or even exploitation via adversarial examples (AEs). We thus design OBSAN, which includes two variants, FOBSAN and BOBSAN, to detect OOB in forward and backward propagations, respectively. Each OBSAN variant is designed as extra passes of DL compilers to integrate with large-scale DNN models, and we design various optimization schemes to reduce the overhead of OBSAN. Evaluations over various anomalous inputs show that OBSAN manifests promising OOB detectability with low overhead. We further present two downstream applications to show how OBSAN prevents online AE generation and facilitates feedback-driven fuzz testing toward DNN executables.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the emerging demand to use deep learning (DL) techniques in real-world scenarios, recent years have witnessed a tremendous trend in deploying DL models on a wide spectrum of computing platforms ranging from cloud servers to mobile phones and embedded devices. To handle complex deployment environments and explore the full potential of computing platforms for optimization, one promising opportunity is to employ DL compilers [19,47,68]. DL compilers take a high-level DNN model specification as input and generate corresponding low-level optimized binary code for a diverse set of hardware backends. To date, many suppliers of edge devices and low-power processors are incorporating DL compilers into their design and application to reap the benefits of compiled DNN models [31,56,57,65,93]. Cloud service providers such as Amazon and Google are also including DL compilers in their DL services to boost performance [9,90].

Despite the prosperous use of DL compilers, techniques to harden DNN executables do not exist. While recent works have proposed techniques to validate the execution legitimacy of DNN models, detect exploitations and AEs, or launch security fuzz testing [21–23,58,80,86,102,102], those approaches are essentially for DNN models running on DL frameworks like TensorFlow and PyTorch [7,60]. Recent works test DL frameworks or DL compilers [30,42,62,63,71,83,89,91,104]. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no analysis or security hardening techniques have been deployed to protect DNN executables compiled by DL compilers.

Software sanitizers [73] are designed to harden executables and detect bugs. They instrument programs during compilation and insert checks that raise alarms when unsafe operations are performed at runtime. Various sanitizers [8,50,53,70,75] have helped uncover vulnerabilities in C/C++ software. Inspired by the success of sanitizers in securing executables compiled from C/C++ programs, this research proposes OBSAN, a sanitizer to detect DNN executable’s abnormal behaviors, known as out-of-bound (OOB) behaviors, which frequently result in mispredictions and exploitation opportunities.

DNNs often process high-dimensional media data like images and make predictions. Holistically, they feature bidirectional computations, namely, forward and backward propagation. Forward propagation predicts an input using distinct neuron activations.1 Backward propagation analyzes how predictions are made by propagating gradients from the output to the input through layers. Importantly, both neuron activations and gradients should fall within their normal ranges [28,46] for inputs considered benign. Thus, OOB neuron activations or OOB gradients observed indicate DNN mis-behavior under adversarial examples (AEs) or other anomalous inputs.

We design two variants of OBSAN, FOBSAN and BOBSAN, to check for OOB forward neuron activations and backward gradients in DNN executables. While FOBSAN discovers abnormal inputs by comparing neuron activations with their known safe ranges, BOBSAN uses rich information encoded in gradients to achieve this goal. A common challenge for sanitizers including OBSAN, however, is the incurred high runtime overhead [73], which often inhibits their production adoption. We propose several optimization schemes to reduce

1Following the convention [61], neuron outputs are referred to as “neuron activations” in this research.
OBSAN overhead; in particular, quantization [20] helps replace floating point number computation with integer computation, effectively lowering computational and storage requirements while preserving inference and detection accuracy. Moreover, we extend popular DNN layer pruning techniques [25] to debloat inserted OBSAN checks. We identify “unimportant” layers in DNN, and remove their accompanied OBSAN checks. Furthermore, we explore optimizations that are specific for FOBSAN or BOBSAN. These optimizations can be combined for synergistic effects to effectively lower OBSAN overhead without undermining OOB detectability.

Both of OBSAN’s variants, FOBSAN and BOBSAN, are designed as an extra compilation pass at the IR level of the industry-leading DL compiler, TVM [19]; implementing OBSAN using TVM’s Relay IR allows us to bypass design discrepancies between different DL frameworks. Relay IR is generally analysis friendly, offering type system, analysis, and optimization utilities for use. We evaluate three large-scale DNN models with diverse structures, high volumes of parameters (up to 23.5 million), and large numbers of layers (over 100). We show that the vanilla FOBSAN and BOBSAN provide high OOB detection capabilities of AEs (less than 0.5% false negatives) and rarely treat normal inputs as OOB inputs (less than 1.2% false positives). With quantization/debloating, we successfully reduce the overhead of FOBSAN from 121.3% to 47.6% and that of BOBSAN to -34.3% (comparing with the baseline executables containing no OBSAN while maintaining decent usability, therefore promoting the practical adoption of OBSAN in production. In terms of real-world usage, we show how FOBSAN facilitates detecting inputs of broken content given media data are presumed to semantically meaningful, and how BOBSAN enables the identification of undefined inputs under the background that DNN is trained for predicting a set of predefined labels — predictions for inputs outside its knowledge are worthless. We further present that FOBSAN and BOBSAN enable the prevention of online query-based AE generation and extend FOBSAN for feedback-driven fuzz testing of DNN executables. We also present conceptual and empirical comparison between OBSAN and existing approaches, and discuss migrating OBSAN to other DL compilers and architectures. Our main contributions are:

- This paper, for the first time, advocates for hardening DNN executables, an important yet under-researched area. We design OBSAN to check OOB, a common indicator of DNN mis-behaviors that can induce mis-predictions and exploitations by AE and other anomalous inputs.
- We instantiate two variants of OBSAN to capture forward- and backward-based OOB behaviors. We propose several optimization schemes to largely reduce OBSAN overhead without undermining its effectiveness.
- Our evaluation on the large-scale DNN models shows that OBSAN can deliver low-cost sanitization, and it enables critical and representative downstream applications with high effectiveness.

We publish the supplemental materials for this paper and source code of OBSAN at [2] to benefit future research.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. Deep Neural Networks

From a holistic view, a DNN, dubbed as \( F_0 \), denotes a parameterized non-linear function enabling bidirectional computations: 1) a forward propagation that produces the prediction \( F_0(x) \) for input \( x \), and 2) a backward propagation that analyzes how the prediction is made. We now introduce each form of computation in the following.

**Forward Propagation.** During the forward propagation phase, an input \( x \) is fed into the DNN such that neurons in each layer accept their input data (passed from the previous layer), process it according to the activation function, and pass it to the next layer. In general, neurons comprise the minimal unit of computation in forward propagation. Existing works have empirically demonstrated that a neuron typically signifies certain features in the input [14]. For instance, when processing an image for a rooster (as in Fig. 1(a)), certain neurons recognize its color, whereas some other neurons (often in deeper layers) signify its beak/comb features. When recognizing certain features in an image (e.g., the color “white” in Fig. 1(a)), the corresponding neurons would manifest a high activation level. Therefore, DNN behaviors can be characterized via neuron activations. In general, it is well acknowledged that each neuron has a normal activation range, such that unsafe DNN behaviors can be detected by observing neuron activations that fall beyond the normal range [46, 61].

**Backward Propagation.** Gradients characterize the decision logics of a DNN. For instance, the gradient of layer \( i+1 \) (i.e., a 2-dimensional vector) marked as the yellow dot in Fig. 1(b) indicates that the DNN primarily relies on beak to recognize a rooster. During the training stage, the DNN adjusts its decision logics according to gradients. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the DNN prediction over the input, currently “hen” (incorrect) since it relies on beak, is compared with the ground truth label. The resulting “distance” (i.e., the loss) is back propagated into the DNN through gradients. Then, DNN decision logics are gradually tuned by modifying \( \theta \) (e.g., \( F_0 \rightarrow F_\theta \)) until reaching saturation, i.e., the purple dot in Fig. 1(b) which focuses on comb, thereby correcting the prediction for “rooster.” In short, gradients provide rich information on how a DNN makes decisions, and the magnitudes of gradients are associated with their “importance” in the decision process. Similar to neuron activations, the magnitudes of gradients also have normal ranges. Unsafe DNN behaviors, such as the red dot in Fig. 1(b) whose decision logic considers neither beak nor comb, are likely caused by AE inputs and can be identified by checking for gradients falling out of their normal ranges [28].
**Two Variants of OBS.** To capture OOB, we propose two sanitizers, namely, FOBSAN and BOBSAN, which monitor DNN executable’s forward and backward computations, respectively. By observing OOB defined over neuron activations (for forward propagations) and gradient volumes (for background propagations), the two implementations can detect abnormal DNN behaviors in various scenarios. Note that BOBSAN is inserted in a pre-trained DNN executable and it only calculates the gradients without updating $\theta$. We clarify that DNN executables compiled by TVM are immature for computing gradients, and we implement several new TVM operators to compute gradients; see details in Appx. B.

**B. DL Compilers**

DL compilers typically accept a high-level description of a well-trained DNN model, exported from DL frameworks like TensorFlow as their inputs. Such DNN descriptions are often encoded as computation graphs, specifying the connectivity of different operators in a DNN model without defining how exactly each DNN operator are implemented on the hardware.

**Compiler Frontend: Graph Optimizations.** Typically, DL compiler frontends convert the DNN computation graphs into graph intermediate representations (IRs) that are hardware independent. Graph IR facilitates platform-independent graph-level optimizations like operator fusion and layout transformation [19, 68]. For instance, “operator fusions” merge certain neighboring DNN operators to reduce overhead. Since DNN neurons are retained in the graph IRs, we implement OBSAN as several instrumentation passes toward the graph IR (namely Relay IR [5]) of TVM.

**Compiler Backend: Low-Level Optimizations.** Graph IRs specify how inputs of each operator are mapped to the outputs, without restricting how each operator should be implemented using machine code. Typically, a low-level IR is derived from optimized graph IRs for hardware-specific optimizations. Some DL compilers implement their own low-level IR to exploit hardware characteristics for optimizations [68]. Typical optimizations can include memory allocation, latency hiding, and loop-related optimizations [12, 19, 66, 99]. We also find that some DL compilers may convert their customized IR into standard tool-chains like LLVM IR [38] or CUDA IR [55] to harvest low-level optimization opportunities.

**Code Generation.** Low-level IRs are further compiled, using either just-in-time (JIT) or ahead-of-time (AOT) paradigms, to generate executable code for different hardware targets like CPUs and GPUs. To date, most DL compilers can generate standalone DNN executables as well as shared objects (the latter one can be used by linking with user application code) for shipping. This paper, for the first time, discuss security hardening techniques for the compiled DNN executables and shared objects. Our designed sanitizer checks, OBSAN, are inserted into TVM compiled executables/shared objects to provide low-cost security hardening. Nonetheless, OBSAN is not limited to TVM; see the extensibility in Sec. X-B.

**C. Software Sanitizers**

Sanitizers insert checks and specialized metadata structures to harden software; the inserted checks monitor program execution during in-house testing or online execution. When security properties are violated, sanitizer checks abort the execution and notify users. We introduce two sanitizers, address sanitizer (ASan) and undefined behavior sanitizer (UBSan), both of which have been critical in detecting many vulnerabilities [73].

**ASan.** ASan detects memory corruption errors and enforces memory safety [70]. ASan encodes the accessibility of each memory byte in its corresponding shadow memory. When compiling an input program, ASan instruments every memory access to check whether the memory address $addr$ is valid by mapping $addr$ to its corresponding shadow memory address:

$$addr_{\text{shadow}} = (addr \gg 3) + offset$$

where shadow byte $B$ at $addr_{\text{shadow}}$ is loaded to check whether the access via $addr$ is safe. Values in $B$ encode different memory accessibilities, where $B = 0$ means that all 8 bytes starting from $addr$ are accessible. $B = k$ ($1 \leq k \leq 7$) means that the first $k$ bytes are addressable, and any negative value indicates that accessing $addr$ is invalid. Shadow memory itself at $addr_{\text{shadow}}$ is mapped to an inaccessible “bad” region.

**UBSan.** C/C++ programs may have undefined behaviors, which can induce serious vulnerabilities [87]. UBSan [50] identifies many undefined behaviors in C/C++ code, including out-of-bounds access, integer overflow, and division by zero. We briefly introduce how UBSan detects divide by zero. Consider the following code:

```c
int quotient = dividend/divisor;
```

where an undefined behavior will be triggered when $divisor$ is zero. UBSan detects this by duplicating $divisor$ into two copies and checking whether the first copy equals zero before executing the division operation with the second copy.

**III. MOTIVATION, ASSUMPTION, AND USAGES**

**Motivation.** DL compilers provide systematic optimizations to boost the adoption of DNN models. To gain benefits from DNN models, suppliers of edge devices and low-power processors have been incorporating DL compilers into their systems [31, 56, 57, 65, 93]; cloud service providers such as Amazon and Google are also including DL compilers in their DL services to boost performance [9, 90]. In particular, Amazon has been seen to spend major efforts to compile DNN models on Intel x86 CPUs through use of DL compilers [32, 44]. Facebook is also seen to deploy compiled DNN models onto Intel CPUs [52]. Overall, it should be accurate to assume that DL compilers are increasingly vital to boost DL on heterogeneous hardware backends.

**DL compilers have not yet provided security solutions to fortify DNN executables:** prior works on AE detection are difficult to apply to DNN executables for various reasons, as will be noted in Section X-A. Recent community efforts have focused mostly on testing DL compilers [42, 71, 91], as opposed to securing DNN executables or analyzing their attack surface. This work designs OBSAN, the first security hardening solution integrated in the production DL compiler as extra compilation passes. OBSAN introduces sanitizer checks in DNN executables, enabling low-cost detection of OOB, a common suspicious behavior of DNNs. We illustrate the high OOB detectability and low cost of OBSAN in production DNN executables, and also use OBSAN in promoting downstream attack mitigation (Sec. IX-A) and feedback-driven fuzz testing.
of DNN executables (Sec. IX-B). It should be noted that, however, although C/C++ sanitizers (e.g., ASan and UBSan) have few to none false positives, sanitizers for DNN executables can introduce an observable amount of them. OOB inputs for DNNs have no obvious “patterns” like out-of-bound C pointers and are inherently harder to detect. Given that said, OBSAN keeps false positives at a low level (on average 4.2%; see Sec. VIII-A) to ensure normal usages are seldom interrupted.

**Main Audiences and Requirements.** The main audiences of OBSAN are DNN model owners who compile their well-trained DNN models using DL compilers. OBSAN is integrated into the compilation pipeline of production DL compilers to generate hardened DNN executables. To clarify, OBSAN hardens a DNN executable in its prediction phase; it is not used to detect OOB issues during the “compile time” of the DNN executable or during the model training phase. OBSAN detects OOB issues in production usage of released DNN executables with reasonable costs (see Sec. VIII).

To facilitate initializing OBSAN checks, we require model owners to use a dataset representative of the expected benign inputs for the model. As a common approach, they can use standard model training datasets; typical training datasets (e.g., CIFAR-10 [37] adopted in our evaluation) shall depict the normal behavior comprehensively. This is consistently assumed by many existing AE detection works [48, 74, 85].

To clarify, the adopted training datasets do not need to be exposed to other (untrusted) parties. The main audiences of OBSAN, model owners, can use their local training datasets to train a model, and then use DL compilers to compile the trained model into an executable. During the compilation, OBSAN is inserted into the executable (as how ASAN/UBSan is injected into C/C++ executables). Then, the OBSAN-injected DNN executable is released for use. For other cases where model owners sell their trained models to users and let them to compile, model owners can distribute partially optimized models (after the quantization process which requires training data; see Sec. V-B) together with the range data recorded for FOBSAN, and users can compile the models with DL compilers and enable OBSAN. In this case, only necessary (e.g., range) data derived from the training set is published.

We envision the use of OBSAN can notably increase the complexity of synthesizing AEs, even if that the data capturing normal behaviors was disclosed publicly (e.g., the “range data” noted above). This is consistently assumed by existing AE defense works: AE generation is typically a multi-objective optimization process, and OBSAN checks introduce many extra “constraints” (optimization objectives) that need to be considered in this process.

**Usage Cases.** OOB encapsulates a variety of defect-triggering DNN inputs (as in Fig. 2) that need users’ attention. We discuss each of them as follows:

Detecting perception-broken inputs. Audiences may be aware that detecting images with invalid formats (e.g., RGB image pixels falling outside of [0, 255]) is straightforward. Nevertheless, in addition to format validity, real-world images contain perception-level contents (e.g., ear in a portrait photo) that are human-perceivable. In fact, DNN models generally presume that inputs are real-world meaningful images. More specifically, there are constraints over the pixels values of input images such that the content is human-perceivable [27, 106], akin to the input constraints (e.g., type or range) of conventional programs. DNNs lack input check routines. Thus, detecting images with broken contents (as in Fig. 2(b)) is challenging and critical, since DNNs are deemed to behave abnormally when processing broken inputs. To our observation, input with perception-broken (or perception-meaningless) contents would trigger OOB and will be captured by OBSAN.

Detecting undefined inputs. OBSAN also captures undefined inputs. Suppose a DNN is trained to classify between cat and dog images, then a fish image (as in Fig. 2(c)) can be treated as an undefined input. Instead of randomly “classifying” this image, we underline that DNN should alert the model owner explicitly. This is not easy, as DNNs are known to be over-confident in its inputs [13, 79]. That is, though it randomly classifies an undefined input as a cat or a dog, the associated confidence score is usually high and similar (hardly distinguishable) to that of classifying normal inputs. However, OOB is generally observable internally in DNN, suggesting the viability of detecting undefined inputs using OBSAN.

Detecting AE. Besides images with broken/undefined contents, we highlight that OBSAN can be used to detect AEs, which are images visually identical to normal images, but with subtle (pixel-level) changes that can confuse a DNN and incur mis-predictions. AEs are often images that are visually similar to normal inputs and do not affect human judgments, yet they lead DNNs to behave abnormally. To date, AEs have been extensively leveraged to exploit DNNs, causing substantial confusion or even severe consequences in daily usage [18]. Though AEs are much more subtle than broken/undefined images, recent research [46] has shown that AEs can frequently trigger OOB behaviors as well. As a result, we envision that OBSAN will be able to detect AEs, preventing active attackers from manipulating the prediction outcomes of DNN executables. To clarify, de facto AE generation algorithms can be classified into white-box and black-box: white-box methods generate AEs under the guidance of DNN gradients whereas the black-box methods, with wider application scope, can generate AEs by only using the DNN prediction outputs as the feedback. We present two AEs generated using the black-box and white-box algorithms in Fig. 2(d) and Fig. 2(e), respectively. OBSAN is evaluated for detecting white-box AEs in Sec. VIII and mitigating black-box AE generation (as a downstream application) in Sec. IX-A.  

**Extended Applications.** We also discuss two important down-stream applications enabled by slightly extending OBSAN.

---
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A. Detecting Forward OOB with FOBS

Consider Fig. 4(a)-(b), which illustrate the activations of two randomly selected neurons from a shallow layer and a deep layer from a well-trained convolution neural network performing classification. Each dot corresponds to one normal DNN input (i.e., training data) and each color denotes one predicated class. Though the distributions vary with layers, neuron activations for inputs belonging to the same prediction class tend to concentrate into a bounded region (i.e., the purple region in Fig. 4(a)-(b)). It is generally acknowledged that the output bounds specified by normal inputs describe the normal behavior of each neuron [46]. Consider a neuron $n_1$ whose normal output w.r.t. class $c$ lies within $[l_1, u_1]$. A defect-triggering input, which induces unsafe/abnormal behaviors of the DNN, will likely lead to OOB outputs of $n_1$ that fall out of $[l_1, u_1]$. Overall, we define forward OOB as follows:

Let the normal output bounds of a neuron $n$ be $[l_n, u_n]$ w.r.t. class $c$. A forward OOB occurs when an input $i^*$ causes the output of $n$ to fall out of $[l_n, u_n]$.

IV. OVERVIEW: OOB DETECTION

A. Detecting Forward OOB with FOBS

Forward Neuron Activation. Consider Fig. 4(a)-(b), which illustrate the activations of two randomly selected neurons from a shallow layer and a deep layer from a well-trained convolution neural network performing classification. Each dot corresponds to one normal DNN input (i.e., training data) and each color denotes one predicated class. Though the distributions vary with layers, neuron activations for inputs belonging to the same prediction class tend to concentrate into a bounded region (i.e., the purple region in Fig. 4(a)-(b)). It is generally acknowledged that the output bounds specified by normal inputs describe the normal behavior of each neuron [46]. Consider a neuron $n_1$ whose normal output w.r.t. class $c$ lies within $[l_1, u_1]$. A defect-triggering input, which induces unsafe/abnormal behaviors of the DNN, will likely lead to OOB outputs of $n_1$ that fall out of $[l_1, u_1]$. Overall, we define forward OOB as follows:

Let the normal output bounds of a neuron $n$ be $[l_n, u_n]$ w.r.t. class $c$. A forward OOB occurs when an input $i^*$ causes the output of $n$ to fall out of $[l_n, u_n]$.

Deciding Activation Bounds $[l_c^*, u_c^*]$. Existing work [46] relies on profiling DNN models using training data to determine the normal neuron output bounds; training data is usually believed to encode the typical behavior of DNNs. Recall, as stated in Sec. III, that when FOBSAN is used to harden DNN executables, a training dataset is required. Overall, to harden a well-trained DNN model $m$, we first profile $m$ by feeding it the training data and logging the normal value bounds $[l_n, u_n]$ for each neuron $n$; this normal value bound is taken as $[l_c^*, u_c^*]$ for class $c$, where $c$ is the class the training input belongs to. Then, when compiling $m$ into an executable $e$, we place one FOBSAN check to hook the output of each neuron $n$. Then, during normal usage of $e$, each FOBSAN check will constantly check if the output of its hooked neuron $n$ falls out of the normal range $[l_n, u_n]$. If more than $T$ neurons (see below) manifest OOB outputs, the FOBSAN check will report the abnormality to the user.

Deciding Threshold $T$. Given DNNs process diverse inputs, it is reasonable that some normal inputs trigger the OOB outputs of some neurons, but the DNN behaves normally.

Our preliminary study shows that an abnormal input trigger-
gers many more OOB neurons than that of the normal inputs. Therefore, we set a threshold $T$ for #OOB to detect abnormal inputs such that FOBSAN will not flag an input as anomaly unless its triggered #OOB outputs is above $T$. Intuitively, as in Fig. 4(b), neuron activations (w.r.t. one class) distribute toward certain (not all) directions. That is, it is reasonable to assume that, when sufficient training data have been fed, the majority of neurons’ activation ranges will have been fixed, and only a few neurons still need to expand their output bounds when more training data is fed. Therefore, after feeding 90% training inputs to update the bounds $[l_c^*, u_c^*]$, we use the remaining 10% of data to both update the bounds $[l_c^*, u_c^*]$ and decide $T$: we record #OOB (number of neurons with OOB outputs) whenever a training input causes the bounds to be updated, and then set $T$ to $(1-\mu)a + \mu b$, where $a$ and $b$ are the recorded minimum and maximum #OOB, and $0 \leq \mu \leq 1$ is a user-decide parameter to indicate the user’s preference between fewer false negatives (when $\mu$ is closer to 0) and fewer false positives (when $\mu$ is
closer to 1). In practice, we find \( p = 0.3 \) to be a good choice, and we use this value to evaluate FOBSAN.

**B. Detecting Backward OOB with BOBSAN**

**Backward Gradients.** DNN gradients encode rich information of how predictions are made (since it adjusts the decision logic during training; see Fig. 1(b)) and many existing works leverage DNN gradients to explain the mechanism behind each prediction [69,77]. As demonstrated in Eq. 1, for an \( l \)-layer DNN \( F_\theta(x) = f_1 \circ f_{l-1} \circ \cdots \circ f_1(x) \) with parameters \( \theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, \cdots, \theta_l) \) and input \( x \), the gradient is (inversely) back-propagated using \( g(x) \) via layers.

\[
\frac{\partial g(x)}{\partial \theta} = \frac{\partial g(x)}{\partial f_1} \frac{\partial f_1}{\partial f_{l-1}} \cdots \frac{\partial f_2}{\partial f_1} \frac{\partial f_1}{\partial \theta}.
\]

(1)

Recent research has pointed out that gradients over DNN weights, when propagated using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between DNN outputs and the ground truth label, (i.e., a vector of confidence weights, when propagated using the KL divergence between DNN output (i.e., a vector of confidence weights) and the uniform distribution \( U \) for every input; the uniform distribution \( U \) is assumed for all classes have equal confidence scores), have bounded magnitudes [28]. The gradient computation is formulated as:

\[
\frac{\partial g(x)}{\partial \theta} = \frac{\partial D_{KL}(U||F_\theta(x))}{\partial \theta},
\]

(2)

where \( x \) is the model input, \( U = (1/C, 1/C, \cdots, 1/C) \in \mathbb{R}^C \), \( C \) is the number of classes, and \( D_{KL}(p||q) = \sum_j p_j \log \frac{p_j}{q_j} \). Note that unlike gradient computation during DNN training which propagates the gradient using the distance (defined by developers) between DNN outputs and the ground truth label, this formulation does not require the ground truth label of an input; the uniform distribution \( U \) forms the reference to measure gradient deviations. Thus, it can be used as sanity checks for DNN executables when processing arbitrary inputs in the wild. Following, we define backward OOB as:

**Deciding Gradient Bound with \( L_p \)-Norm.** Unlike neuron activations which are scalar values, the gradient \( G_k(x^*) = \frac{\partial f_l}{\partial \theta} \cdots \frac{\partial f_{k+1}}{\partial \theta} \) of the \( k \)-th layer is a vector of often high dimensions. In practice, its magnitudes are characterized using the \( L_p \)-norm, which denotes the distance between a vector and the origin, as formulated in Eq. 3.

\[
L_p(G_k) = \sqrt[\cdot]{G_k[1]^p + G_k[2]^p + \cdots + G_k[d]^p}
\]

(3)

Fig. 4(c) displays sets of points (connected as lines) whose \( L_p = 1 \) with varying \( p \) values in a 2-dimensional space; \( p \) value decides the geometry of the distance criterion. Fig. 4(d) highlights points (equivalent to 2-dimensional gradients) having \( L_2 \) norm within \([0.5,0.1]\). The gradient value of a DNN layer, if falling out of the purple ring, is deemed a backward OOB. For BOBSAN, we feed 10% of the training data as normal inputs to the instrumented DNN and collect the values of \( L = \{ L_p(G_k(x^*)) \} \) for every input \( x \). We then set \( l_k, u_k \) to \( P_\alpha(L) \) and \( P_\beta(L) \), respectively, where \( P_x(\cdot) \) represents the \( x \)-th percentile. Similar to FOBSAN discussed earlier, we provide \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) as two configurable parameters to allow tweaking of BOBSAN. Based on empirical observation, we use \( \alpha = 1 \) and \( \beta = 99.5 \) for BOBSAN evaluation and encourage users to tune these parameters based on their needs. We refer readers to Sec. V-B for suggestions on deciding \( p \).

**V. OBSAN Design**

Given the prosperous development of TVM and its active community, we implement OBSAN in TVM and will explain how the two variants of OBSAN are integrated with TVM. We then discuss three optimizations to reduce OBSAN overhead. In We discuss implementation details of OBSAN in Sec. VI.

**A. Hardening DNN Executables with OBSAN**

**Output of Hardened DNN Executable.** An illustration of using OBSAN to protect DNN executables is given in Fig. 5. A DNN model, either in the high-level PyTorch/ONNX format (Fig. 5(a)) or in unprotected DNN executable format (omitted in Fig. 5), only outputs predictions (i.e., class labels and confidence scores). In contrast, as shown in Fig. 5(c), DNN executable hardened with OBSAN is extended to yield additional OOB “alert” (i.e., error messages). The reason for this design choice is two-fold: 1) Users (developers) do not usually expect DNN models, even in their executable form, to throw exceptions, as they normally consist of only arithmetic operations. 2) It will be significantly harder for an exception-throwing OBSAN to interact with other tools due to the lack of a standard on exception handling in DNN executables. As an implied result, OBSAN will not terminate the execution immediately after OOB is detected, unlike ASan or UBSan.

**Instrumenting DNN Models.** Fig. 5(b) introduces how OBSAN is incorporated into TVM. As introduced in Sec. II-B, TVM first converts the input DNN model into graph IR (namely Relay IR), and also performs TVM frontend optimizations. More importantly, we provide another optimization \( O_1 \) (pruning; see details in Sec. V-B) at this step to reduce the overhead of the entire (instrumented) model.

Then, OBSAN is involved to instrument the model on its converted Relay IR. Depending on the variant of OBSAN, the instrumentation will function in different modes. For FOBSAN, the model needs to first be instrumented in so-called “Record Mode,” which produces an auxiliary recorder executable instead of the final protected executable. This intermediate executable facilitates the collection of the normal output bounds of each neuron, as introduced in Sec. IV-A. After this data is collected by feeding each training data sample into the recorder executable, the original model is instrumented again in “Detect Mode,” where the recorded bounds of each neuron \( n \) will be embedded in \( n \)'s FOBSAN check inserted into the hardened executable. For BOBSAN, however, the model is directly instrumented in Detect Mode where instructions to calculate backward OOB information, as outlined in Sec. IV-B, are inserted into the model.

From a high level, OBSAN has design principles similar to those of software sanitizers: given a program (DNN model), OBSAN identifies “interesting” spots and inserts checks to hook these these locations and perform sanitization tasks like bounds checking. To instrument a model, the instrumentation pass of FOBSAN traverses the model’s computational graph in Relay IR and hook each neuron. As for BOBSAN, we implement new TVM operators, in accordance with DNN
operators, to compute gradients; see details in Appx. B. We present two DNNs instrumented using either FOBSan or BOBSan in Appx. A to ease understanding.

Optimizations to Reduce OBSan Overhead. OBSan is designed to insert a subgraph into the original computation graph of the input DNN in Relay IR. This allows TVM’s graph-level and follow-up backend optimizations to be applied normally to OBSan as well. More importantly, we design and apply three optimization schemes $O_{1-3}$ to lower the overhead of inserted OBSan checks. As shown in Fig. 5(b), one of them, $O_1$, is applied globally to the entire computation graph. The other optimizations, $O_{2-3}$, are applied locally to the inserted OBSan subgraph and do not alter the original model’s computational graph; optimization details are in Sec. V-B. Also, in Record Mode, these optimizations are omitted as there is no OOB detection logic in the auxiliary recorder model.

OBSan then runs TVM’s standard backend optimization passes on the resulting model to ensure any follow-up or lower-level optimizations are applied to the instrumented model as a whole, and finally invokes TVM’s build module to produce the output DNN executable for use, as shown in Fig. 5(c).

B. Optimizing Overhead of OBSan

Similar to conventional sanitizers like ASan/UBSan, OBSan incurs high overhead as it extensively hooks DNN layers/neurons. Thus, we present three schemes $O_{1-3}$ below to reduce OBSan overhead. Among them, $O_1$ does not need to access Relay IR and is applied in the early optimization stage (Fig. 5(b)), while $O_{2-3}$ are applied on the subgraphs inserted by OBSan. As a supplement, we also present and tentatively evaluate an intuitive extension of $O_2$ on the project website [2]. We now give more details on the optimization schemes.

$O_1$ Quantization. Quantization is a well-established technique to reduce computational and storage complexity of DL models. It uses integers as a low-precision substitution for the floating point numbers involved in forward and backward propagations while retaining the prediction accuracy of the models [34, 35, 84, 96, 105]. While a wide range of techniques exist for optimizing DNN models, quantization is perhaps the most frequently considered optimization when building DL systems on low-power devices (in contrast to GPUs), a scenario also primarily targeted by DL compilers like TVM. We use quantization to reduce the overhead incurred by OBSan.

To clarify, at this step we leverage a post-training quantization scheme; it calibrates the quantized model by computing quantization parameters (zero point and scale) based on the activations of the DNN model when training data is fed, creating a floating point $\rightarrow$ integer mapping of higher quality. Also, we use mixed-precision quantization, where the quantized model still uses full-precision representations for certain intermediate results (e.g., outputs of conv2d operations) and performs dequantization and requantization when needed; this circumvents the severe precision loss and overflow problems that can arise in single-precision quantized models. Therefore, our quantization does not notably degrade prediction accuracy (only 0.4% on average for all three models; see Table V). In sum, we observe that quantization: 1) lowers the model execution time without causing large accuracy losses, and 2) applies globally to the whole model. Thus, we deploy it at the early optimization stage (as in Fig. 5(b)). We use the quantization module from the ONNX Runtime toolbox [1]. The default setup, as adopted in OBSan, converts floating point numbers to 8-bit integers.

$O_2$ Layer-Wise Checks Pruning. A common optimization to reduce the performance overhead of software sanitizers is to debloat the inserted checks [81, 103]. Inspired by these efforts, we propose $O_2$ to reduce overhead of both FOBSan and BOBSan. In particular, the proposed scheme, namely layer-wise checks pruning, determines whether a layer is important using a parameterized predicate (see below). If a layer is deemed unimportant, it will not be hooked by OBSan.

For FOBSan, we construct the pruning predicate by first assigning an importance score to each applicable layer in the model and then pruning the checks for layers with importance scores below a configurable level. To compute the importance scores, we use a popular heuristic $\gamma$ [11, 51] based on weight magnitudes: Suppose a layer has $n$ scalar weight parameters collected (flattened) into a vector $w$, then the importance score of the layer is $S = \frac{1}{n} \sum w_i^2$, where $w_i$ denotes elements in $w$. The layers are then sorted by their importance scores, and the checks for a configurable fraction $\gamma$ of the layers are pruned, starting from those with the lowest importance scores.

BOBSan, on the other hand, requires the computational graph to be free of discontinuity (gaps) to perform backward propagation. Thus, users can instead configure the last $n$ layers of the model as important. Moreover, we clarify that only a few layers will usually be sufficient for OOB detection regardless of the DNN model. $n$ will typically be a small integer rather than a fraction like $\gamma$. In Appx. A, Fig. 7 will present a case, where after using $O_2$, we only retain the last layer’s connectivity to BOBSan. To “prune a layer,” we only remove its edges to the subgraph inserted by FOBSan or BOBSan. By leaving untouched the computational graph of the protected DNN, $O_2$ does not affect the prediction accuracy of the DNN.
In contrast, $O_1$ (quantization) globally optimizes the DNN model and the inserted OBSAN.

$O_3$ Deciding $p$ for $L_p$-Norm. This optimization scheme is exclusively designed for BOBSAN. Recall Sec. IV-B depicts the geometric interpretations of different $L_p$-norms. Though $p$ is often used as a fixed hyperparameter, we clarify that the selection of $p$ has an observable effect on OOB detectability. Moreover, varying $p$ influences the execution overhead, e.g., $p = 2$ introduces more overhead than the other settings in computing $L_p$-norm if the DNN has extensively large layers or too many layers. Thus, it is necessary to select an optimal $p$ value to maximize BOBSAN’s effectiveness and efficiency. At this step, we explore the optimal value of $p$ based on benchmark results; see our findings in Sec. VIII-B.

VI. OBSAN Implementation

Implementation as Compiler Passes. The current codebase of OBSAN [2] is implemented as several TVM passes. TVM provides a Python interface and APIs using which users can implement their own instrumentation passes. OBSAN uses this interface for the implementation. OBSAN is not limited to TVM, and we discuss migration in Sec. X-B. Users can select either FOBSAN or BOBSAN (or both). We give our recommendations on selecting FOBSAN and BOBSAN in Sec. VII. As a common setting, when compiling DNN into executable, we enable the default optimization levels of TVM.

Implementation Consideration. This paper champions to implement OBSAN at Relay IR level; this shares conceptually similar design consideration with C/C++-compiler-inserted sanitizers like ASan and UBSan. Though those sanitizers are technically feasible to be inserted into C/C++ source code, inserting them during compilation is more beneficial due to more analysis-friendly compiler IR and compiler analysis utilities. Doing so is also necessary for us to protect the most DNN models, as it allows us to bypass design discrepancies between different DL frameworks. For example, PyTorch has trouble exporting its Adaptive Max/Avg Pool operators to ONNX [3, 6]. And ONNX [4], though being an open exchange standard, lack many backward operator definitions like AvgUnpool, which we consider a consequence primarily of its forward-propagation-centric design goal. Nevertheless, since OBSAN instruments compiler IR directly lowered from DL framework languages, these problems are resolved. Moreover, implementing our checks at the IR level facilitates the use of TVM-provided analysis utilities and passes. For instance, local structures in graphs may change after quantization (e.g. modified/inserted nodes), and we perform flexible pattern matching with TVM’s graph tools and the type system to recover their original semantics.

That said, instrumenting compiler IR poses several technical hurdles. First, as DL compilers focus mainly on forward propagation of DNNs, they usually come with incomplete support for backward operations like computing gradients. To solve this, we extended TVM by implementing support for gradient computation for more operators; we also implemented our backward propagation toolkit to insert checks for BOBSAN. Also, selecting the proper IR to work on requires deliberate consideration and exploration. For OBSAN, IRs we may choose from include Relay IR, TIR, and LLVM IR, ordered by their respective levels in the TVM compilation pipeline.

Although TIR and LLVM IR may allow finer optimizations for protected executables, much information of the original computational graphs might be lost. Based on this, we decided that Relay IR will be a more suitable IR to work on.

VII. OBSAN Usage Scenarios

TABLE I: The usage scenarios. $\Delta$ denotes partial support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>perception-broken</th>
<th>undefined</th>
<th>AE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOBSAN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOBSAN</td>
<td>$\Delta$</td>
<td>$\Delta$</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sec. III has discussed three representative usage scenarios of OBSAN. We outline FOBSAN and BOBSAN’s suitability for these use cases in Table I and present empirical justification in Fig. 6. First, since “broken regions” are replaced with meaningless noise, a broken input can be viewed as $i + \delta$ where $i$ is the normal input and $\delta$ is the noise. Perception-broken images thus primarily induce abnormal forward neuron activations. Therefore, we deem BOBSAN as proper to capture broken inputs in Table I. As illustrated in Fig. 6(a), the brown region (denoting broken inputs) is clearly separated from the normal inputs in the green peak. As for BOBSAN, the brown region and the green region have distinct peak, though certain amount of overlaps are present in Fig. 6(b).

An undefined input, though having meaningful contents, denotes a new class which leads to new decision logics. Hence, abnormal behaviors are more obvious when observing the back propagation, as back propagation characterizes the decision logic of a DNN (Sec. II-A). In this regard, BOBSAN is appropriate to detect undefined inputs, and as shown in Fig. 6(b), the purple region (denoting undefined inputs) contains peaks that are distinct from those of the normal inputs (green region). In contrast, the purple and green regions mostly overlap in Fig. 6(a). We clarify that, though BOBSAN shows a reasonable capacity to detect undefined images, this task is inherently challenging. Often, “undefined inputs” share aligned perceptual contents with training data. For instance, a dog image in the training data and a fish image not in the training data may present comparable visual features, such as yellowish colors and round shapes, to a DNN, creating challenges for BOBSAN to flag undefined images.

AEs alter a DNN’s decision logic. Moreover, from the implementation viewpoint, AEs are often generated by adding carefully designed perturbations, which can also be formulated as $i + \delta$ (similar to broken inputs). Conceptually, therefore, AE induces both abnormal forward activations and backward gra-
riors. Fig. 6 empirically shows that AE can be well-separated from normal inputs using both FOBSAN and BOBSAN.

Similar to how ASan and USan are selected for use, users with concern on AE and perception-broken images can choose to enable FOBSAN, whereas users concerned more with AE and undefined images can opt for BOBSAN. Also, given both FOBSAN and BOBSAN can detect AE, and they do not conflict with each other (i.e., the forward and backward computation), they can be further integrated as a hybrid OBSAN to boost the performance for detecting various kinds of anomalous inputs; see experiments in Sec. IX-A.

VIII. Evaluation

This section studies the following research questions. **RQ1**: Can OBSAN achieve high OOB detectability when hardening DNN executables? **RQ2**: Can OBSAN be optimized to reduce the performance overhead using the three optimization schemes $O_1$, $O_2$? **RQ3**: What is the effectiveness of OBSAN in supporting downstream AE defense and feedback-based fuzzing applications? Before answering each research question, we first report the evaluation setup. We then present evaluation to answer **RQ1** and **RQ2** in this section. Sec. IX answers **RQ3**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>#Parameters</th>
<th>#Neurons</th>
<th>Layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50 [26]</td>
<td>23.5M</td>
<td>26.570</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogLeNet [72]</td>
<td>5.5M</td>
<td>7.162</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet21 [64]</td>
<td>7.0M</td>
<td>10,250</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DNN Models.** Table II reports the statistics of three DNN models used for the evaluation. All three leveraged models are large-size DNNs with complex architectures and a diverse set of DNN operators. They are all widely-used for CV tasks. Each of them has 7k to 27k neurons with up to 23.5M parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Compile/Instr. time (sec)</th>
<th>Compile/Instr. size (MB)</th>
<th>DNN ex (with OBSan) size (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogLeNet</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>37.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet21</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Processing Time & Size Increase.** Our experiments are launched on an AMD Ryzen 3970X with 256GB of RAM. Table III reports the compilation costs with and without OBSAN. We consider compiling with OBSAN sufficiently fast as a one-time effort that only increases the compilation time by around 20%. In addition, FOBSAN checks also needs to be initialized by feeding samples from training datasets; we use the full training dataset (CIFAR-10 [37]) for this step and report that it takes about 2 minutes. We also report the average size increase of DNN executables fully instrumented with OBSAN is less than 10%, indicating trivial disk cost.

A. **RQ1: OOB Detectability**

**Setup and Metrics.** This section reports the OOB detectability and performance overhead of OBSAN. We compute the false positives (FPs) and false negatives (FNs) to assess the accuracy of detecting OOB inputs. To prepare test inputs, we use all 10,000 images from the test split of the CIFAR-10 dataset to form a collection of normal inputs. Then, we generate 10,000 AEs using one state-of-the-art AE generation algorithm, Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) [36, 49], with the default set of configuration which has a perturbation budget of $\epsilon = 0.3$. Note that, as this algorithm launches a white-box attack (requires DNN gradients to guide AE generation), it has proved very difficult to defend against, either theoretically or empirically [57, 98]. We use PGD to synthesize AEs against DNN models running on PyTorch; for each model, we generate 10,000 AEs, and we confirm all of them can trigger mis-predictions of the corresponding DNN executables when not enabling OBSAN. For undefined inputs, we form a test set with 10,000 images from the ChestX-Ray8 dataset [88]; these images have radically different features and information from CIFAR-10 on which the DNN models are trained. Finally, we also generate 10,000 perception-broken inputs from the CIFAR-10 training split by randomly identifying image regions and replacing them with Gaussian noise. These regions are generated by applying erosion and dilation transformations from OpenCV [16], a common image processing toolkit.

We feed these four collections of inputs in alignment with the usage scenario distinctions discussed in Sec. VII to benchmark OOB detectability. That is, we feed the same normal and AE input to both FOBSAN and BOBSAN as both of them can detect these two categories of OOB. For perception-broken (PB) and undefined (UD) inputs, however, we feed the former only to FOBSAN and the latter only to BOBSAN. In accordance with Table IV, $F_{norm}$ is the ratio of normal inputs triggering OBSAN alarms while $F_{ae}$, $F_{pb}$, and $F_{ud}$ denote the ratio of AE, PB, and UD inputs that are overlooked by OBSAN checks, respectively. Ideally, all FP and FN cases should be rare. We also measure the inference time of each (OBSAN-enabled) DNN executable using TVM’s built-in benchmark function and control the standard deviation at a low level (1% of mean) with repeated executions.

**Results.** Table IV reports the evaluation results. Overall, we interpret that OBSAN manifests promising OOB detectability. The FPs and FNs are reasonably low for different normal/abnormal inputs across all three models. The reader may find the $F_{ud}$ ratio for BOBSAN to be relatively high. As clarified in Sec. VII, flagging undefined inputs (which often share similar perceptual contents with the training inputs) is inherently different, and we deem these results as reasonable. Nevertheless, the $F_{ae}$ and $F_{norm}$ are generally low, indicating that OBSAN can accurately flag defect-triggering inputs of DNN executables and OBSAN rarely interferes the normal execution. During production usage, users may launch postmortem analysis on these small collection of inputs that trigger alert of OBSAN and confirm that they are FPs.

Despite the encouraging OOB detectability, performance overhead is notable: FOBSAN extensively instruments each DNN neuron, and it incurs an average of 102% (up to 143% for the DenseNet121 case) performance slowdown.

We clarify that some BOBSAN-specific optimizations are properly enabled when producing the results in Table IV as our preliminary study finds that BOBSAN with no optimization at all (i.e., when every layer is hooked) would have been impractically slow for informative comparison. We thus optimize BOBSAN to hook only the last layer of each DNN.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Compile time (sec)</th>
<th>Compile/Instr. size (MB)</th>
<th>DNN ex (with OBSan) size (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogLeNet</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>37.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet21</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(optimization $O_2$) and set $p = 2$ (optimization $O_3$) for BOBSAN; we will discuss further details on this in Sec. VIII-B. In the following section, we explore reducing the incurred high performance overhead without primarily hindering the OOB detectability.

**Answer to RQ1:** When securing common DNN models, OBSAN can achieve a reasonably high accuracy in detecting OOB inputs with low FPs and FNs (particularly for AEs). Detecting undefined inputs is fundamentally difficult. Nevertheless, the performance overhead is notable.

### B. RQ2: Optimization Evaluation

Sec. V-B introduces three optimizations $O_{1-3}$. This section first benchmarks the effectiveness of individual schemes, and then assess combining them together. To ease comparison, we also report the overhead and detectability of OBSAN after combining all recommended optimizations in Table IX.

#### O1 Quantization

We report the quantization evaluation in Table V. We interpret that models, after quantization, manifest a reasonable boost in terms of inference speed (the second column in Table V). Nevertheless, the quantized executable, after inserting OBSAN, is still much slower comparing to the baseline, e.g., it takes the vanilla ResNet50 executable 1.22ms (as in Table IV) to make one inference, whereas BOBSAN can still double the cost (2.57ms). Also, as a tradeoff, $\text{FN}_{pb/ud}$ increased, particularly the latter. In contrast, we report that the detectability of AE inputs are still high: some evaluations even report $\text{FN}_{ae}$ ratios dropping to zero. DenseNet121 appears to be an “outlier” with observably higher $\text{FN}_{ae}$ ratios. To clarify, this is because we use the same threshold selection parameters ($\mu$ in Sec. IV-A and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ in Sec. IV-B) for all three models to keep our setup easy to follow; in practice, users are suggested to fine-tune these parameters for individual models to explore the best performance. Additionally, quantization has no negative impact on $\text{FP}_{\text{norm}}$, meaning that normal use of protected DNN executables is largely uninterrupted. The changes observed in OOB detectability is mainly because quantization prioritizes to preserve the prediction accuracy for normal inputs during the floating point → integer remap process. This can compress the space for OOB data and cause the distributions for different types of data, as shown in Fig. 6, to converge and become harder to distinguish.

#### O2 Layer-Wise Checks Pruning

Recall $O_2$ can be applied to optimize both BOBSAN and BOBSAN. In Table VI (first 6 rows), we report the pruning results for BOBSAN. Here, **pruning config** refers to the value of $\gamma$ mentioned in Sec. V-B, and as it increases towards 1, more checks are pruned. For BOBSAN, the pruning results are reported in in Table VII, where the Last $n$ layers column reports the number of layers retained to hook with BOBSAN, starting from the last layer of a DNN. Overall, we observe that, with more layers pruned, the inference time is largely reduced, especially for BOBSAN where the performance gain can be as high as 36x; when nearly all checks are pruned, the inference cost is almost negligible (recall the baseline for ResNet50 is 1.22ms). Consistent findings are also reported for the other models, data of which are available on the project website [2].

**FOBSAN and BOBSAN** also behave differently to varying pruning configurations: For FOBSAN, $\text{FN}_{ae}$ increases steadily from 0.82% to 100% as $\gamma$ moves from 0.2 to 0.8, but it then drops to a lower level when $\gamma$ is 1.0. Interestingly, $\text{FN}_{pb}$ spikes at this configuration, rising from about 0% to 99%, rendering almost a complete loss of capabilities to detect perception-broken inputs. In fact, this can be seen as a radical remap of the OOB score space, similar to what may happen if an extreme quantization profile is applied: Compared with unpruned ResNet50 whose OOB score ranges from $[0, 20570]$, this pruning configuration limits the range to $[0, 10]$, resulting in more difficulty in separating different types of inputs.
BOBSAN, as shown in Table VII, shows steady improvements over all metrics as more check layers are pruned, and its performance peaks when only the last layer of checks are preserved; this is particularly desirable because it gives the best protection with the lowest runtime overhead. Recent research also underlines that the last layer usually has a high distinguishability of (anomalous) DNN behaviors [28]. However, we highlight that “checking only the last layer” may not be proper for all DNNs; depending on the DNN architectures (e.g., considering a very shallow model) and the type of input data, other layers may also be needed. Also, from Table VII, we see why it is unsuitable to consider unpruned BOBSAN as a baseline: DNNs can easily comprise more than 100 layers, at which level unpruned BOBSAN becomes impractical for real-world use. Therefore, for optimal results, we recommend always using the pruning optimization for BOBSAN and only retaining the checks for the last layer.

Table VII: Layer-wise pruning (O2) for BOBSAN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model config.</th>
<th>Last n layers</th>
<th>Infer. time (ms)</th>
<th>PFP norm ratio</th>
<th>FN ae ratio</th>
<th>FN ud ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, p = 2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>47.13</td>
<td>6.21%</td>
<td>18.82%</td>
<td>63.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, p = 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35.07</td>
<td>6.16%</td>
<td>24.53%</td>
<td>63.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121, p = 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.19</td>
<td>5.93%</td>
<td>13.18%</td>
<td>67.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denseNet50, p = 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>6.06%</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
<td>65.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>denseNet50, p = 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>6.11%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>65.36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VIII: Selection of p (O3) for BOBSAN under different n configurations for layer-wise checks pruning (O2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Infer. time (ms)</th>
<th>PFP norm ratio</th>
<th>FN ae ratio</th>
<th>FN ud ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, n = 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>4.11%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>65.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, n = 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>6.11%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>65.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, n = 1</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>5.92%</td>
<td>16.79%</td>
<td>67.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, n = 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>7.07%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>89.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, n = 2</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>5.73%</td>
<td>71.74%</td>
<td>69.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, n = 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>3.88%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>85.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, n = 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.19</td>
<td>5.93%</td>
<td>13.18%</td>
<td>67.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, n = 3</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>5.92%</td>
<td>72.62%</td>
<td>68.80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

O3 Optimizing p for Lq-Norm. We explore an optimal p for BOBSAN’s Lq-norm by benchmarking three common p values and report results in Table VIII.

To allow a clearer comparison between different settings, we repeat the evaluation for different values of n (1, 2, 3) for layer-wise pruning (O2), where n = 1 is the recommended configuration for production, as mentioned earlier. Theoretically, varying p values will result in different performance penalties and detection accuracies as they decide how the Lq-norm is calculated. In our experiments, this is especially visible in the n = 3 case where p = 2 brings an extra overhead of 20.78% compared to p = ∞, but it also offers the best OOB detectability in terms of all PFP norm, FN ae, and FN ud. However, this observation may not be universally true for users protecting their own models. Thus, we recommend p = 2 as the default value, and users can perform similar benchmarks following our setup to optimize this value for their scenarios based on their tradeoff preferences. In addition to Table VIII, supplemental data on the project website [2] report consistent findings for other models.

Answer to RQ2: Layer-wise selection (O2) reduces overhead with a reasonable tradeoff of AE detection. It also alleviates FP norm, by enhancing DNN robustness. Quantization (O1) reasonably reduces the cost while incurring relatively trivial loss in accuracy and OOB detection. Users can consider to set p = 2 as the default setting for O3, particularly when O2 is enabled to hook only the last layer.

Table IX: Overhead and detection capabilities of BOBSAN with all optimizations enabled as recommended.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBSAN variant</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Infer. time (ms)</th>
<th>BOBSAN</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
<th>PFP norm ratio</th>
<th>FN ae ratio</th>
<th>FN ud ratio</th>
<th>FN pb/ud ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50, p = 2</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>79.51%</td>
<td>1.40%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>49.79%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121, p = 2</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>-17.68%</td>
<td>2.41%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>26.02%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>81.13%</td>
<td>1.21%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>21.43%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>47.66%</td>
<td>1.67%</td>
<td>1.77%</td>
<td>32.41%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combining Optimizations. We also explore combining optimizations O1-3 as it is common to enable all (non-conflict) optimizations for C/C++ compilers. Our optimizations are designed to be compatible with each other, and we assess the overhead and detection accuracy of BOBSAN after enabling all optimizations using the best settings discussed above in Table IX. In short, the overhead is on average 48% for BOBSAN and -34% for BOBSAN, with reasonably high OOB detectability. We interpret the results as promising, illustrating that BOBSAN achieves a proper balance between speed and detectability, and has high applicability in production usage.

Recommendation. In sum, we suggest enabling all optimizations simultaneously with recommended configurations whenever possible in production. In particular, BOBSAN. We recommend enabling quantization (O1) and layer-wise pruning (O2) at γ = 0.2; this shall effectively reduce the performance overhead without notably impeding AE detection, and maintain a reasonable level of FN pb. Moreover, Table IV shows that, when enabling full BOBSAN, the ResNet50 executable is 169% slower than the executable without protection. And with the recommended optimizations enabled, the overhead is reduced to 79.51% (Table IX). Similar conclusions are drawn for the other two models.

BOBSAN. We recommend enabling quantization (O1), checks pruning until the last layer (O2), and setting p = 2 (O3). This combo should offer the lowest overhead with reasonably strong OOB protection, and users can further tune optimization parameters in accordance with their use cases and tradeoff preferences. As in Table IX, when enabling this optimization combo, the inference time of ResNet50, GoogLeNet, DenseNet121 executables are only -32.79%, -55.94%, and -34.23% of the executables without protection, respectively. Simultaneously, BOBSAN facilitates highly accurate detectability of AEs, i.e., both ResNet50 and DenseNet121 cases have zero FN ae.

Furthermore, we mentioned the use of a hybrid BOBSAN in Sec. VII, namely integrating both BOBSAN and BOBSAN into the same executable for extra protection; our optimizations are also compatible with this setup. Soon in Sec. IX-A, we compare hybrid and non-hybrid BOBSAN’s effectiveness in mitigating query-based AE generation attack, where all optimizations are enabled as recommended above. We report
that with hybrid OBS\textsubscript{AN}, most attacks (on average 77\%) can be mitigated, whereas non-hybrid OBS\textsubscript{AN} (using either FOBS\textsubscript{AN} or BOBS\textsubscript{AN}) shows less desirable effectiveness.

In our fuzz testing application (Sec. IX-B), we anticipate to fully instrument each neuron with FOBS\textsubscript{AN}, as FOBS\textsubscript{AN} checks can provide neuron coverage information as feedback to guide fuzzing. This is comparable to logging branch or basic block coverage in fuzzing C/C++ executables. In that application, we only enable quantization which should considerably accelerate the fuzzing process. Moreover, accuracy is not a concern in fuzz testing, so only the “neuron coverage” feedback is obtained from FOBS\textsubscript{AN}.

IX. RQ3: Downstream Security Applications

To answer RQ3, we assess OBS\textsubscript{AN}'s ability over two security applications: inhibiting online AE generation (Sec. IX-A) and guiding feedback-driven fuzzing (Sec. IX-B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE X: Preventing online AE generation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### A. Mitigating Query-Based Online AE Generation

**Setup.** As a common assumption in query-based online AE generation, we assume that the DNN executable is a blackbox to an adversary. The attackers cannot access the internals of this DNN executable. To generate AEs to exploit the DNN executable, attackers would launch query-based blackbox AE generation, interacting with the target DNN model and mimicking how a remote DNN API is exploited via queries. Here, attackers can feed their crafted inputs to the DNN executable and observe the model prediction outputs [29, 59, 78, 95, 97]. For this attack, we employ a SOTA AE generation method to simulate a realistic attacker [10].

As in Table X, we consider two representative adversary behaviors: In the default scenario, the attacker is configured with a higher perturbation budget ($\epsilon = 0.3$) and a lower number of queries per seed (50). In the sophisticated scenario, the attacker decides to use a low perturbation budget, which means to mutate images in a finer-grained, incrementual manner. AEs are expected to manifest better visual quality with such a low budget setting. Particularly, they use a budget $\epsilon = 0.035$, but allow more queries per seed (500). We assess three OBS\textsubscript{AN} settings: FOBS\textsubscript{AN}, BOBS\textsubscript{AN}, and the hybrid OBS\textsubscript{AN} (termed HOBS\textsubscript{AN}), where HOBS\textsubscript{AN} inserts both variants in a DNN executable. We configure HOBS\textsubscript{AN} to issue an alert if either FOBS\textsubscript{AN} or BOBS\textsubscript{AN} alerts. For each setting, we also enable all applicable optimizations for OBS\textsubscript{AN} in accordance with our recommendations in Sec. VIII-B.

**Extending Blackbox AE Generation.** For this application, we configure DNN executable such that it refrains from responding to attacker’s query whenever OBS\textsubscript{AN} alerts. Accordingly, to mimic a practical attacker who may be aware of the usage of OBS\textsubscript{AN} in the executable, we extend the employed SOTA blackbox AE generation algorithm; a schematic view has been given in Fig. 3 in Sec. III, such that whenever the attacker receives no response, they “backtrack” by reverting the most recently-performed mutation and performing random mutation.

**Results.** We randomly select 100 images from the CIFAR-10 test set as seeds. For each seed, we allow the AE generation algorithm to issue queries until the allowed numbers of queries (either 50 or 500) are exhausted. We launch each experiments for five times and average the results. Table X reports the evaluation results. To clarify, two seeds are excluded as they already trigger mis-predictions, given an initial accuracy of 98%, which we deem reasonable under this setting. In the default scenario, the SOTA AE generation algorithm is highly effective; it can generate AEs from nearly all seeds within 50 queries ($\frac{97.60}{50} = 99.59\%$ success rate, 2.17 queries per seed on average). Nevertheless, after enabling FOBS\textsubscript{AN}, we find that a much lower number of 8.49 AEs (8.66% success rate, a 91% decrease) are successfully generated, and the average number of queries required to generate an AE over a seed is prolonged (19.68 queries, a 9x increase). For BOBS\textsubscript{AN}, however, it only provides negligible protection against this attack scenario, although it still slightly postpones the generation of AEs (2x queries per seed). HOBS\textsubscript{AN} gives the best protection in this scenario, successfully defending against 95% of the attacks. The fact that HOBS\textsubscript{AN} provides better protection than FOBS\textsubscript{AN} alone indicates that FOBS\textsubscript{AN} and BOBS\textsubscript{AN} are respectively sensitive to slightly different sets of AEs. In the “sophisticated” scenario, the AE generation algorithm only successfully generates AEs for 63.7% of the seeds, but with generally improved visual quality. Under this setting, FOBS\textsubscript{AN}, in contrast to its prior performance, only mitigates about 10% of the attacks, while BOBS\textsubscript{AN} blocked 52%. HOBS\textsubscript{AN} further lowers the attack success rate, giving a protection effectiveness of 57% against sophisticated attacks.

Readers may be curious about the difference between FOBS\textsubscript{AN} and BOBS\textsubscript{AN} in the default scenario. In this scenario, the attacker makes relatively heavy mutations to the seed inputs, causing the mutation results to resemble perception-tweeked inputs in earlier experiments, which FOBS\textsubscript{AN} is better at detecting; in the sophisticated scenario, on the contrary, mutations are more subtle and can cause the AEs to be more similar to undefined yet natural inputs. Careful readers may further notice that BOBS\textsubscript{AN} also produces satisfactory results on detecting white-box AEs generated with the same perturbation budget (Table IV). White-box AEs are generated with knowledge of gradients, which BOBS\textsubscript{AN} also uses for OOB detection; this makes BOBS\textsubscript{AN} sensitive to these AEs. The blackbox AEs here, however, are generated without gradients, bypassing BOBS\textsubscript{AN}'s sensitivity to gradient-based attacks.

**B. DNN Executable Feedback-Driven Fuzzing**

**Motivation.** We setup another downstream application, mimicking a typical in-house fuzzing scenario on DNN executables. While there exists a large number of previous literatures on DNN fuzzing, they primarily target on DNN models running on DL frameworks like TensorFlow. Note that it is insufficient to only fuzz DNN models in DL frameworks, as DNN executables may exhibit inconsistent behaviors comparing with the same models running on DL frameworks, due
### Table XI: Boosting DNN executable fuzzing with FOBSAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>#mis-predictions</th>
<th>%neurons covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blackbox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>4268</td>
<td>18.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogLeNet</td>
<td>4513</td>
<td>16.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121</td>
<td>2550</td>
<td>39.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greybox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>44132</td>
<td>21.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogLeNet</td>
<td>49550</td>
<td>17.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121</td>
<td>32027</td>
<td>44.09%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The “greybox” setting denotes the DNN executable with FOBSAN injected, whereas the “blackbox” setting denotes the DNN executable w/o FOBSAN.

Answer to RQ3: FOBSAN facilitates representative downstream applications to secure real-world usage of DNN executables and enable feedback-driven fuzz testing of DNN executables.

### X. Discussion

#### A. Comparison with Existing Approaches

Many methods have been proposed to protect DNN models against OOB inputs. However, various obstacles prevent them from being applied to protect DNN executables. Holistically, they are implemented at the DNN model level, which narrows down the range of DNN executables that they may be able to protect (e.g., due to incompatibilities between DL frameworks; see below). Moreover, we see it as a major trend that existing works emphasize effectiveness more than efficiency: None of our reviewed representative works (see below) report their performance overhead. We note that high overhead deems an obstacle for production adoption by DNN executables. Below, we review recent and representative works for a conceptual-level comparison with FOBSAN. Then, we conduct an empirical comparison from both the accuracy and overhead perspectives.

**Methodological Comparison.**

At this step, we review recent works on AE and OOB inputs detection and compare the technical differences between FOBSAN and them. To allow a more insightful review, we classify visible works in this field into five categories according to the methodology they employ for anomalous input detection: coverage-, classification-, reclassification-, gradient-, and statistics-based.

1. **Coverage-based works** [46, 61, 85] borrow the concept of coverage from fuzzing (as explained in Sec. III) and build on the assumption that OOB inputs cause increases in coverage metrics. They then use these metrics to detect undesired inputs. Conceptually, they are similar to FOBSAN and can usually be implemented on DNN executables; we include this class of works in our later experimental comparison. Nevertheless, methods implementable for DNN executables may not entail real-world suitability. For example, they may require the user to provide a malicious training dataset [85] or may require unsupported operations for common DL compilers (e.g., set operations); we exclude methods with such requirements (e.g., [85]) in our empirical comparison considering the adoption difficulty.

2. **Classification-based works** [48, 74, 85] train new auxiliary models in advance for each protected DNN model; to use their methods, we need to somehow integrate the auxiliary models into the to-be-shipped DNN executable for OOB input detection. As noted in Sec. III, DL compilers expect well-trained DNN models as input and generally do not support training. This makes the said methods hard to implement as a standalone compiler pass, besides the high time cost that may be incurred for training; these factors discourage adoption. To clarify, though FOBSAN, as mentioned in Sec. V, also has an initialization phase, we do not train new models (only feeding each training sample to the DNN executable for a forward pass to decide OOB thresholds) and thus is compatible with...
DL compilers. To include this class of works in our empirical comparison, we workaround the compatibility issue by training a set of auxiliary models externally and compiling them into DNN executables.

3. Reclassification-based works [40, 41, 107] assume that adversarial features are usually subtle and can be “muted” by modifying the inputs; re-feeding the modified input to the protected model and comparing the classification results before and after allows anomalous inputs to be detected. OBSAN is different from these works in two aspects. First, OBSAN does not depend on the nature of adversarial features; instead, it focuses OOB, a generalized concept that encompasses both adversarial and “non-adversarial” features, e.g., undefined inputs. Second, OBSAN provides floating point OOB scores while these methods only output stepwise or binary scores; they will be harder to tune and less informative to analyze than OBSAN, as laid out in Sec. IV. Below, we compare OBSAN with these works empirically. That said, we still note that the premise on adversarial features may be rather strong and can limit the detection to a specific class of adversarial attacks [107].

4. Gradient-based works [28, 41, 45] make use of the gradient information during inference, for example to extract a compressed representation of the network’s inference process [28, 45] or to transform the input for later use such as reclassification [41]. As explained in Sec. IV-B, BOBSAN also falls into this category. In terms of computational complexity, gradient calculation and backward propagation are typically not fast, e.g., they may require additional large matrix multiplications. Moreover, different ways to derive gradients (e.g., with respect to different variables) and to transform them into OOB metrics can lead to distinct overhead and detection capability. BOBSAN is currently designed with both speed and detection capability into consideration; we launch empirical comparison between our implementation with these methods below.

5. Statistics-based works [17, 39, 43, 82] calculate statistical metrics from the activations or classification outputs of the protected DNN model and use them to detect OOB inputs. Typically, this class of methods requires to compute empirical mean, variance, etc. on the training set during initialization [39, 82], which can be more costly than OBSAN’s two variants (see Sec. V; BOBSAN does not need initialization). Below, we empirically assess this category of works about accuracy and overhead. Some heavyweight works also require modifying the training and inference processes of the protected models [17]; we deem them expensive and technically challenging, if at all feasible, for DNN executables.

**Empirical Comparison.** We explore the technical feasibility of (re-)implementing existing works, and narrow down to six works, which we believe are the most representative and well-performing cases. We implement and run experiments on all three DNN models for these six works: DeepGauge [46], DLA [74], ANR [40], ODIN [41], GradNorm [28], and ViM [82]. A summary of them is in Table XII; we consider them representative for a wide range of methodologies. These works are divided into two groups, “vision-based” and “semantics-based”, to compare with either BOBSAN or BOBSAN. We select the OBSAN variant against which a work should be compared based on whether or not it is able to detect undefined (UD) inputs: as noted in Sec. III, UD inputs are generally inputs from outside the trained DNN model’s knowledge and are not maliciously crafted. In other words, there are no “visual artifacts” in them to be picked up. Holistically, vision-based OOB detectors, as listed in Table XII, rely on the artifacts’ vision patterns (e.g., noise-like pixel patterns) to detect OOB inputs. It is easy to see that UD inputs do not contain such noise-like patterns, and cannot be detected by vision-based OOB detectors (we confirmed with preliminary experiments). Hence, for vision-based methods, we compare them with FOBSAN instead of BOBSAN.

We also compare with three representative works marked as “semantics-based” in Table XII. They essentially analyze whether new (unexpected) semantics appear in an input to decide if it was anomalous, thereby fitting to detect AE and UD inputs. Nevertheless, our tentative experiments show that perceptual broken (PB) inputs can hardly be detected by them. Therefore, we compare these methods with BOBSAN.

For each work, we run benchmarks to collect its inference time, $F_{norm}$, $F_{ae}$, together with either $F_{pb}$ (for the first three works compared with FOBSAN) or $F_{ud}$ (for the rest, compared with BOBSAN). To offer a fair comparison, we do not enable optimizations for OBSAN during these experiments. We report the experimental results in Table XIII (for comparison against FOBSAN) and Table XIV (for BOBSAN).

When focusing only on benign and AE inputs, we see that OBSAN is not the best performing method in terms of detection accuracy; ODIN has the lowest $F_{norm}$ and $F_{ae}$ ratios. However, ODIN is significantly slower, with overhead on average 9.64x and 17.96x those of FOBSAN and BOBSAN, respectively; this is because it backpropagates through the entire protected model to obtain gradients w.r.t. the input, and uses this information to derive an augmented input which will be fed again to the protected model, increasing the computational complexity to a level unsuitable for use by DNN executables in production.

In each of the two comparison groups, we also identify DLA and GradNorm as the respective fastest methods in their groups. Nevertheless, DLA is difficult to adopt in practice, as it requires training a series of auxiliary classifier models, which is not supported by DL compilers and also very time-consuming (55 minutes on average, compared to BOBSAN’s initialization time of about 2 minutes, as reported in Sec. VIII); GradNorm, on the other hand, has no extra requirements but is not as accurate as OBSAN, particularly on large models. GradNorm has comparable results with BOBSAN on GoogLeNet, as reflected by the $F_{norm}$ and $F_{ae}$ columns of the GoogLeNet comparison setting in Table XIV. We note that GoogLeNet is relatively small and has the fewest parameters among all three models (see Table II). The $F_{ae}$ of GradNorm on other two large models are much higher than BOBSAN and the $F_{ud}$ is almost trivial. When PB and UD inputs are further considered, we observe that DeepGauge and ViM have the best $F_{pb}$ and $F_{ud}$ ratios in their respective groups and also comparable execution overhead to OBSAN, but they do not perform well in terms of $F_{norm}$ and $F_{ae}$. In sum, we conclude from the experiments that both FOBSAN and BOBSAN strike a balance between runtime overhead, ensuring normal inference for benign inputs (reasonably low $F_{norm}$), and achieving encouraging detection capabilities for OOB inputs ($F_{ae}$, $F_{pb}$, $F_{ud}$).
TABLE XII: A list of existing works empirically compared. We spent considerable engineering efforts over most of them to identify workarounds and make them compatible with DL compilers. See our released code for their extensions [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work Methodology Category</th>
<th>Logical category</th>
<th>Compared with</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepGauge</td>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Vision-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLA</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Vision-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANR</td>
<td>Reclassification</td>
<td>Vision-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODIN</td>
<td>Reclassification + Gradient</td>
<td>Semantics-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GradNorm</td>
<td>Grad</td>
<td>Semantics-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViM</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Semantics-based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE XIII: Comparison between BOBSAN and other works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Infer. time (ms)</th>
<th>FPv-cor, ratio</th>
<th>FNv-cor, ratio</th>
<th>FNv-int ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeepGauge</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>52.62%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DLA</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>20.46%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>77.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANR</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>62.92%</td>
<td>86.23%</td>
<td>42.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOBSAN</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>1.11%</td>
<td>2.35%</td>
<td>10.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogLeNet</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>31.55%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeepGauge</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>67.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DLA</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>80.75%</td>
<td>63.15%</td>
<td>58.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANR</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>2.52%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOBSAN</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>38.65%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>17.87%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>16.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeepGauge</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>65.11%</td>
<td>74.48%</td>
<td>63.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANR</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>1.27%</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>0.32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE XIV: Comparison between BOBSAN and other works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Infer. time (ms)</th>
<th>FPv-cor, ratio</th>
<th>FNv-cor, ratio</th>
<th>FNv-int ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODIN</td>
<td>79.66</td>
<td>1.55%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>96.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GradNorm</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>4.11%</td>
<td>20.76%</td>
<td>82.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ViM</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>13.46%</td>
<td>8.60%</td>
<td>24.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOBSAN</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>6.11%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>65.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogLeNet</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODIN</td>
<td>42.90</td>
<td>3.67%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>97.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GradNorm</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>6.46%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>78.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ViM</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>10.55%</td>
<td>37.29%</td>
<td>75.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOBSAN</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>9.17%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>77.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet121</td>
<td>(None)</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODIN</td>
<td>26.69</td>
<td>2.29%</td>
<td>0.22%</td>
<td>91.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GradNorm</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>3.89%</td>
<td>11.04%</td>
<td>88.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ViM</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>14.71%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>28.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BOBSAN</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>6.69%</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>55.02%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE XIII: Comparison between FOBSAN and other works.

TABLE XIV: Comparison between BOBSAN and other works.

B. Extensibility

Migration to Other DL Compilers and Kernel Libraries. As shown in Sec. IV, the design of OBSAN is orthogonal to particular DL compiler frameworks. In the current research, we implement OBSAN on TVM given its popularity and adoption in real-world production scenarios. We anticipate that the current implementation of OBSAN can be smoothly migrated to other DL compilers like Glow [68], which also generate DNN executable files or shared objects from high-level DNN descriptions. The migration demands extra, non-trivial engineering efforts, but should not incur new research challenges. Users can extend our codebase [2] for the migration.

Migration to Other Artefactures. The current implementation of OBSAN instruments DNN executables running on CPUs of 64-bit x86 platforms. We clarify that recent DL compiler testing works also mainly configure DL compilers in the same setting — generating executables running on CPUs of 64-bit x86 platforms [42,71,91]. This seems to be the most mature setup for today’s DL compilers. However, in contrast to C/C++ sanitizers which are frequently architecture specific [33,70], the core techniques of OBSAN are platform independent. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that porting the current CPU-based sanitizer implementation to other architectures (e.g., GPUs) poses no new research challenges.

XI. RELATED WORK

We have discussed existing literatures on detecting OOB inputs in Sec. X. Below, we review related work on optimizing sanitization techniques. Existing works have proposed program analysis techniques to flag and remove redundant sanitizer checks, for example, removing an unnecessary array bound check by confirming that the value ranges of an array index are always valid [15,24,54,76,94]. Most existing works focuses on launching specific analysis to remove redundant checks inserted in C/C++ executables, which cannot be directly extended to optimize OBSAN. ASAP [81] observes that sanitizer checks on the hot paths often contribute less important to vulnerability detectability, given that (unknown) vulnerabilities mostly reside in cold paths that are not fully tested. Shaving those less important checks on hot paths, however, reduce overhead. Our pruning (O2 and O3) also identify neurons/layers that are less important, and prune their accompanied OBSAN checks. [101,103] identify redundant checks using static analysis or heuristics. For instance, in case two checks are found to repeatedly check the same array index in a sequential program, the second check may be removable without undermining security. Nevertheless, it is obscure to identify “redundant” OBSAN checks, given that DNN layers/neurons are hardly semantics-identical.

CONCLUSION

With the promising trend of compiling DNN models into executables, security hardening over DNN executables is yet unavailable. We propose OBSAN, a sanitization technique capturing OOB behavior of DNN executables. We demonstrate the high OOB detectability of OBSAN, and with various optimization applied, we reduce its runtime overhead to a low level, promoting its usage in production. We present two downstream applications and discuss its extensibility.
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TABLE XV: Implementations of inverted operators for backward propagation, where $x$ and $y$ are the input and output of each operator/layer, and $x^*$ and $y^*$ are the input and output of each inverted operator/layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator/Layer</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Inverted Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fully connected layer</td>
<td>$y = Wx + b$, $W$ and $b$ are the parameters.</td>
<td>The inverted layer can be implemented as another fully connected layer $y^* = W^T x^* + b$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolution layer</td>
<td>$y = \sum_{k,r} W_{k,r} x + b$, $W$ and $b$ are the parameters.</td>
<td>The inverted layer can be implemented as a transposed convolutional layer of parameters $W$ and $b$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReLU</td>
<td>$y = \max(0, x)$. Activation function w/o parameters.</td>
<td>$g = \begin{cases} 1, &amp; x &gt; 0 \ 0, &amp; x \leq 0 \end{cases}$ \quad $y^* = gx^*$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeakyReLU</td>
<td>$y = \begin{cases} x, &amp; x &gt; 0 \ \alpha x, &amp; x \leq 0 \end{cases}$ \quad $\alpha$ is a hyperparameter.</td>
<td>$g = \begin{cases} 1, &amp; x^* &gt; 0 \ \alpha, &amp; x^* \leq 0 \end{cases}$ \quad $y^* = gx^*$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Pooling</td>
<td>Record $y[\ldots, w, h] = \max x[\ldots, w + k[0], h + k[1]]$ and $(i, j) = \arg\max x[\ldots, w + k[0], h + k[1]]$ for each $(w, h)$ pair. $k$ is a 2D kernel.</td>
<td>1) Let $y^<em>[\ldots, w + k[0], h + k[1]] = 0$. 2) For each $(w, h)$ pair, set $y^</em>[i, j] = x^*[i, j]$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Pooling</td>
<td>$y[\ldots, w, h] = \frac{1}{k[0]k[1]} \sum x[\ldots, w + k[0], h + k[1]]$, $k$ is a 2D kernel.</td>
<td>1) Let $g = 0$ and for each $(w, h)$, set $g[i, j] = 0$. 2) $y^* = gx^*$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
<td>$y = \sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}$. Activation function w/o parameters.</td>
<td>$y^* = \sigma(x^<em>)(1 - \sigma(x^</em>))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanh</td>
<td>$y = \tanh(x) = \frac{2}{1 + e^{-2x}} - 1$</td>
<td>$y^* = 1 - \tanh(x^*)^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 7:** A simple DNN model instrumented by the two variants of OBSAN with layer-wise checks pruning (O2) enabled. Subgraphs inserted are marked by dashed line boxes.

**APPENDIX A**

**INSTRUMENTATION EXAMPLES**

Fig. 7 shows two concrete examples of OBSAN instrumentation on a simple DNN model, where the attached OBSAN subgraphs are highlighted in dashed line boxes and the original models and prediction results are unaltered.

**Instrumenting Models for BOBSAN.** To instrument a model to detect forward OOB, the instrumentation pass of OBSAN traverses the model’s computational graph in Relay IR and hook each interesting layer with checks which compare the layer’s outputs with its reference values, as noted above. Fig. 7(a) shows a simple case of FOBSAN instrumentation where the intermediate outputs of the Conv1 and Linear1 layers are compared with their respective references and the results are then aggregated to produce the final OOB information. The outputs of the ReLU1 layer are omitted from the instrumentation as an optimization (optimization O2; see Sec. V-B). Since the reference values need to be built using the training data, FOBSAN also introduces two range building components, one for Conv1 (Conv1Ref) and the other for Linear1 (Linear1Ref). These components will be gradually updated in the Record Mode (Fig. 5(b)) and allow FOBSAN to capture and store the required reference values.

**Instrumenting Models for BOBSAN.** The instrumentation is slightly different to enable the backward variant of OBSAN. The model output layer is traversed first, and the traversal continues towards the input layer, carrying along the gradient information as calculated in Sec. IV-B to finish the backward computation. Although no reference values are needed for BOBSAN and thus storage requirements are lowered, the calculation of gradients can be computationally expensive as it can involve operations like matrix multiplication. We thus optimize BOBSAN in the sense that only the last n layers are instrumented; see O2 in Sec. V-B for details. Fig. 7(b) illustrates the instrumentation of a simple DNN model using BOBSAN where only the last layer is included in gradients computation. Our experiments show that with such optimizations, BOBSAN typically offers satisfactory OOB detection capability while maintaining low computation costs.

**APPENDIX B**

**EXTENDING FOR GRADIENT COMPUTATION**

To enable backward propagation of DNN executable $e$ for gradient computation, we first implement an inverted operator $f_i^{-1}$ for each operator $f_i$ in $e$. We then compose each inverted operator from the ending layer ($f_i^{-1}$; following the order in $e$) to the starting layer ($f_i$) and build a new inverted DNN $e^* = f_n^{-1} \circ f_{n-1}^{-1} \circ \cdots \circ f_1^{-1}$. As a result, the backward propagation can be accomplished by feeding $e^*$ with $g$; see Eq. 2 for the calculation of $g$.

Table XV lists operators from the DNNs evaluated in this paper and how the correspondingly inverted operator is implemented. We clarify that these operators are representative and cover operators in most popular DNNs. We also make OBSAN extendable for users to implement new inverted operator (see [2]) which should be straightforward given the gradient computations are rigorously defined math formulas.